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T H E C O T S W O L D M A N O R H O U S E and its setting

assumed iconic status in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. At its most potent, it became a

symbol of Edwardian nationalism, of the enduring values of

‘Old’ English civilisation itself, and of the unquestioned legiti-

macy of a benevolent gentry class whose values were rooted in

the land. This ideal was fostered from the start by Country

Life, which was founded in 1897, and the magazine occupies a

central place as a pioneer interpreter and forceful advocate of

the Cotswold house and its landscape. 

Country Life 

Inspired by the dominant critique of William Morris, who

urged the revival of vernacular styles, Country Life did much

to discover and popularise the Cotswolds and to raise its fine

houses to cult status. The first issues of the magazine featured

early manor houses, such as Chavenage, Chastleton, Stanway,

Owlpen, Burford Priory, Cold Ashton Manor, and Daneway,

some of them houses little known at that time, which

reflected the emphasis of Edwardian taste on the Arcadian

setting, the authentic surface, and the unrestored

‘Tudorbethan’ interior. Under the influence of architects such

as Norman Shaw, Philip Webb and later Sir Edwin Lutyens,

the appeal broadened to include the Georgian vernacular of

houses such as Nether Lypiatt and Lyegrove. After a thousand

weekly numbers, a retrospective editorial (March 1916)

defined the sort of house admired by the readers of Country

Life: ‘some are remarkable for their homely charm, others for

their stately dignity; some excel from the delight of their

surrounding gardens, others from the perfection of their inte-

rior decorations.’

Contributions established a pervasive mood of antiquarian

nostalgia, descriptive rather than critical, perfunctory on archi-

tectural history, with digressions into fustian genealogical and

manorial descents, and diffuse evocations of the romantic

atmosphere of gardens and picturesque views. Yet the articles

were carefully researched in the field, original accounts,

delightfully presented, of their time and place, and illustrated

with photographs of outstanding quality and sensitivity. This

was developed over the following decades with a greater

authority in range and depth of analysis. This formula has

ensured the continued success of Country Life to this day and

led to an amassing of articles and photographs, which forms

the magazine’s unrivalled archive and an indispensable archi-

tectural record. 

Cotswold landscape

The Cotswolds have never been a political or administrative

territory. They are geophysical: a chain of limestone hills

slanting obliquely from north east to south west, on average

some twenty miles wide. Today it is generally accepted that

the Cotswolds extend fifty odd miles from the mound of

Meon Hill by Chipping Campden, in the north, to Lansdown

Hill and St Catherine’s Court (with its Elizabethan manor

house), where they dip into Bath, in the south. Their heart-

land is embedded in the historic county of Gloucestershire,

with forays into the adjacent parts of Warwickshire, Oxford-

shire (Burford to Heythrop) and (briefly) Worcestershire –

where some of its most famous villages lie, like Broadway.

These meet (or met) at the ‘four shires’ stone just east of

Moreton-in-Marsh. 

The landscape of the Cotswolds is varied, with escarpment,

river valleys, and the upland plateau of ‘high wild hills and

rough uneven ways’, complained of by Shakespeare’s

Northumberland. The scarp, known locally as the Ridge or

‘Edge’, is the most dramatic feature, fringed for miles with

shallow-rooting beech woods on the steeper slopes, defining

the Cotswolds abruptly to the west, a cliff of land with steep

combes, dingles and trackless ‘bottoms’ (as the local word has

it) where the hills weave in and out as if along the foreshore

of an ancient sea. The scarp overlooks the gentle dairy country

of the Severn Vale, with its contrasting timber architecture,

and the Welsh hills beyond. Early houses, on medieval foun-

dations, nestle by the spring line in many of the deep valleys,

from Dyrham to Stanway. Later houses command prospects

from the dry summits: Newark Park, the ‘new work’, is dated

from the 1550s, Cold Ashton from about 1630. A few outliers

Chavenage House: View into the Edwardian ballroom with chunky stepped columns to the fireplace by
the Yorkshire architect, J. T. Micklethwaite, 1904–5.

Cirencester Park: bird’s-eye view engraved by Johannes Kip for Sir Robert Atkins’s county history of
Glostershire of 1712.
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resembling the Arthurian hills of Somerset lie stranded in the

Severn Vale: Meon Hill, Dumbleton and Bredon, Robin’s

Wood, Churchdown, Cam Long Down, Coaley Peak. To the

south east they shelve gently into the level clays of

Oxfordshire and Wiltshire, where the hills fade bashfully,

without drama or declivity.

The harmony between building and setting is the striking

feature of the Cotswold landscape – where a vernacular tradi-

tion evolved robust and almost changeless from about 1450 to

the Industrial Revolution. The country houses are often orna-

ments to the landscape – the highlight which catches the eye.

Indeed the landscape with its outstanding houses and villages

has been recognised as an area of incomparable scenic interest

and one of the most popular tourism regions in rural England

since Victorian times. It was given protected status in 1966,

when the Government designated it an Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty. After extensions in 1990, it is now the largest

AONB in England at over 790 square miles, 78 miles from

north to south, defining the area safeguarded as one stretching

from Edge Hill in Warwickshire to the Hintons south of Bath,

in Somerset. 

Wool 

The Cotswold sheep, whose fleeces for centuries provided the

wool and so the wealth of the region, probably derive from a

large polled breed introduced by the Romans, whose skeletal

remains are found sporadically in the archaeological record.

Their medieval descendants seen on the memorial brasses of

the wool merchants appear scrawny and thin boned. Already

in Michael Drayton’s Polyolbion (1546) they were known as

Cotswold ‘lions’, on account of their size rather than their

courage, with distinctive tufted forelocks. They were improved

in the eighteenth century and are today a large longwool

breed, like the Border Leicester, and, having hovered on the

brink of extinction for many years, there has been some

revival of interest and numbers. 

The Cotswold houses were based on the fortunes of wool,

not only producing a commodity from the fleeces of the sheep,

but trading in, or later processing, wool and textiles, ulti-

mately in an industrial system. Tombs or more typically

monumental brasses of the merchant woolmen show them

standing on their sacks of wool, or with sheep as their

footrests. Fulling mills are recorded at Temple Guiting by

1185. The wool was exported raw to centres in Flanders up to

the thirteenth century. There are Flemish weavers recorded in

Wotton-under-Edge by 1330, and by the fifteenth century

much of the wool clip was being converted into cloth in

England. 

Then wool was woven in rural mills along the power source

on the rivers. These were centred on Cirencester and Tetbury,

for long wool, and the Stroud valleys, for fine broadcloth,

which was produced from fulled and felted short wool. Many

of the gentry houses from Chastleton to Doughton Manor and

Highgrove were the homes of an interbred class of mill

owners, weavers and woolmen. 

By 1750 a proto-industrial revolution had taken place in the

rural Cotswolds, endowed with the ready combination of wool

and water. Yet, the woollen cloth industry which had been the

dynamo of the local economy, after a short boom with the

introduction of steam mills, collapsed definitively in the 1830s,

leading to rural poverty and mass emigration, and leaving

much of the region rural, poor and ‘almost feudal’. The

Industrial Revolution itself seemed to have bypassed the

Cotswolds. Apart from a sporadic textile industry in the

Stroud valleys and specialised trades, such as the blankets of

Witney, and isolated agro-industrial buildings, such as the

Blockley silk mills, Bliss Mills outside Chipping Norton, and

Donnington Brewery, the region remained changeless country-

side into the middle of the twentieth century.

Cotswold stone

The Cotswold hills are formed of limestone of the Oolite,

signifying ‘eggstone’, because it has the texture of cods’ roe.

Looked at closely, it is made up of tiny skeletal globules

deposited over millennia as sand dunes in the warm sub-trop-

ical seas, whose shallows covered the area in the Jurassic era,

about 150–200 million years ago, bonded together in a matrix

of calcium carbonate.

In architectural terms Cotwold limestone conjours, perhaps,

the most exquisitely versatile building material in England,

giving life to a vernacular tradition which has adapted over

centuries to create one of the country’s most widely admired,

as well as most resilient regional styles. A broad belt of lime-

stone shows colours and reflective tints that change in contin-

uous gradations from deep ochre and Verona brown through

the ‘broken ivory of freshly-shorn sheep’ to pearl grey in the

south. A tinge of tawny brown makes its mark in the

contrasting marlstones of Oxfordshire and Northamptonshire. 

The Cotswold strata have been quarried as an excellent

building material: fine grained, responsive to chisel and

hammer, adaptable, durable, and when necessary delicate in

its carved features and flourishes. The stone is soft when

freshly quarried, carved before it weathers into the crisp

defining dressings and mouldings of the Cotswold vernacular. 

The stone houses of the vernacular were not left bare to the

elements, as we are accustomed to seeing them today.

Generally, as William Cobbett emphasised, the softer walling

stone was limewashed and, in the case of the sandier, open-

grained rubble of the south, rendered or ‘harled’. He described

the overwhelmingly white villages of the south Cotswolds:

‘The houses are built with this [yellowish, ugly stone]; and, it

being ugly, the stone is made white by a wash of some sort or

other.’ The strong white is killed with a hint of ochre or Siena

brown, at its best at the estate village in Badminton, for

example. Rarely, as at Owlpen and Whitminster House, there

is pargework incised into the plaster, as the ornament of a

gable end or curvilinear window detail; more often there is

modelled plasterwork on the interiors (Daneway, Little

Sodbury, Burford Priory, Upper Swell, Chastleton and, in the

revivals of the Gimson school, at Upper Dorvel and Pinbury). It

was in response to the proposed ‘scraping’ of Tewkesbury

Abbey, threatening the loss of its lime plaster, that William

Morris first founded the Society for the Protection of Ancient

Buildings, still affectionately known as ‘Anti-Scrape’.

Craftsmen

The fine stone and its working traditions which had evolved

spontaneously on isolated farms gave rise to the organised

body of craftsmen builders and master masons, working in an

anonymous craft guild system, whose arcane masons’ marks

are scribed in the great Benedictine abbey churches of
Broadway: the main street with the gables of Abbots Grange. 

Would prefer to use this more general view of Owlpen.
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Gloucester and Tewkesbury, laicised at the Reformation, and

the countless parish churches of the Cotswold hills. The quar-

ries became the nurseries of the masons, such as the

Woodwards of Chipping Campden and the Strongs of Burford.

The names and careers of the master masons and sculptors

in the early modern period are recorded, sometimes as dynas-

ties over several generations. The Strong family, owners of

quarries in Little Barrington and Taynton, are the best known,

active in the Cotswolds throughout the seventeenth and early

eighteenth centuries. Masons and master builders with versa-

tile skills often worked effectively as architects, overseeing the

works as executants, employed under the direct supervision of

a landowner or his agent, working with their models and

pattern books. The best served their apprenticeships in the

metropolitan tradition and, employed in the circle of court

architects, were influential in spreading a mature Classical

style, which began to percolate deep into the rural Cotswolds

by the late sixteenth century. 

In the early twentieth century, the ideal of the architect-

craftsman as the animating spirit of the structure was revived

under the leaders of the Arts and Crafts movement: Ernest

Gimson, Detmar Blow, the Barnsley brothers, and Norman

Jewson. They worked closely with their teams of craftsmen,

often as ‘itinerant architects’, employing them as direct labour,

recording and observing their traditional skills, working

methods and designs, and often adapting them to serve new

uses in collaboration. They survive into our own time, where

artist-craftsmen like Rory Young of Cirencester and Simon

Verity, under the encouragement of his great-uncle Oliver Hill

at Daneway, have continued to make a distinctive contribution

in conservation as well as original work in sculpture. 

The Cotswold architectural style

The drystone wall and the stone-tiled roof are the funda-

mental exterior elements of the Cotswold building tradition,

defining the rude architectural dialect. The first man-made

feature that visitors notice is the hundreds of miles of drys-

tone walls (cumulatively longer than the Great Wall of China),

following the ridges and dipping into the valleys of the hills,

linking buildings into farmyards, encompassing and defining

roads and country lanes, gardens, cattle pounds, field enclo-

sures and sheep walks. The techniques of building walls in

drystone, laid without mortar as it is dug from the fields, can

be found already in carefully laid fragments of rubble stone on

the horned entrance forecourts of Neolithic long barrows, such

as Belas Knapp and Hetty Pegler’s Tump at Uley of the third

millennium BC. The drystone wall evolved into the rubble

wall, increasingly squared and coursed, then the mortared wall

of sawn stone, with fine quality of finish in the dressings,

especially in the bay windows and elegant doorways.

Sawn ashlar was cut at Querns in Cirencester for the Roman

defences around the oppidum, which became a major provin-

cial centre in the Roman Britain of the fourth century. About

forty villa sites survive in an area known as a favoured resort

of the Roman overlords, giving the Cotswolds the highest

density of Roman villas in Britain. Sporadic survivors such as

the opulent villa of Woodchester, whose mosaic pavement of

Orpheus is one of the best north of the Alps, and the National

Trust’s Chedworth laid out in a courtyard, with an apsidal

temple of Mars, are the first recognisably Cotswold houses. 

The Roman Fosse Way is the Cotswolds’ most famous arte-

rial route, much of it still in use today, running the length of

the hills, linking settlements from Exeter to Lincoln. Apart

from roads and tenacious street plans, there is no continuity

through the ‘Dark Ages’. By the end of the fourth century,

nothing was left of the towns they served: Corinium, Roman

Cirencester, at one time the second city in Roman Britain,

faded away and expired in misery, to be colonised by Anglo-

Saxon farmers. The site of a Saxon hall has been excavated in

Tewkesbury, 120 feet long.

There are many early references to thatched roofs, even in

the central Cotswolds. But the typical Cotswold roof – from,

say, the fourteenth century – is laid in stone ‘slates’ to a steep

pitch, averaging 52 degrees, used in nearly all the houses in

this book. They appear already on the Roman villa at

Chedworth. Equally, without discrimination they cap the

Abbotswood, near Stow-on-the-Wold. Edwin Lutyens’s new wing and the fountain court of 1901–2 is to
the left, with the Victorian garden front of 1866, right. 

Owlpen Manor, etching by F. L. Griggs, 1930, dedicated to his friend Norman Jewson, “who saved this
ancient house from ruin” in 1926.
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humble cottages and hovels, barns, byres and shippons of the

countryside; they were ubiquitous (at least until canals and

railways brought Welsh slate to the edges of the hills), in

stone ‘presents’ and ‘pendles’. Traditionally, after quarrying,

they were laid out on the fields for one winter to weather in

the frost, and were hung by mutton-bone pegs, oak dowels, or

copper – or today well-galvanised – nails. There are quaint

local names, inconstant along the length of the hills, for the

sizes of the slates, which diminish in gradations from the huge

eaves course to ridge: cocks, wivots and cussoms, bachelors

and long nines. They are carefully ‘swept’ with traditional

‘galletting’ along the valleys where the inclined planes meet. 

There is a variety of size, shape, thickness and texture – no

two tiles are ever exactly the same – so that the well-laid roof

is truly one of the glories of the region. It should last at least

two hundred years. The roof evolved with enrichments to

gables and dormers, with stone details and mouldings to

ridges, tablings and parapets. The refinement of the Cotswold

style is the emphatic gable, with a ridge nearly as high as the

roof, sometimes nearly touching its neighbours either side at

the plate. The high gable ends often have stone copings to

protect the walls from ingress of damp. They can be seen in

the famous cottages at Arlington Row, Bibury, where the low

eaves are broken by a haphazard jumble of gables and

dormers. This terrace of traditional cottages, grouped along

the River Coln, with a mill mentioned in Domesday and the

Elizabethan manor house of Bibury Court, led Alexander Pope

to refer in 1726 to ‘the pleasing prospect of Bibury’ and

William Morris to pronounce it ‘surely the most beautiful

village in England’. 

Essentially the Cotswold style is a stone vernacular. There is

a consonance of materials and technique whose functional

qualities were tested and well understood over many genera-

tions. The vernacular tradition matured as an architectural

language and rose to the challenge of the great domestic

rebuilding of the early modern period, and in revivals, restora-

tions or pastiches, it adapted, weakened or improved, but

never vanished. It often survives best in the great houses and

their dependencies. In high status buildings the expression of

the tradition is at its most articulate, and modulates with

inflexions, revivals and survivals according to fashion, as the

craftsmanship of local masons adapts effortlessly from the

Gothic of Beverston to the Classical Renaissance of Stanway or

Lodge Park, the Palladian proportions at Barrington or the

Baroque exuberance at Barnsley Park, the carefully crafted

Gothic Revival at Woodchester or picturesque Anglo-Indian at

Sezincote, to return and recapitulate with vernacular revival in

the Arts and Crafts manner at Rodmarton. 

There are notable absences among Cotswold houses. There

are no great courtier houses of the medieval period. No great

castles or palaces. There are no iconic Palladian houses of the

Whig aristocracy: even a political fortress like Cirencester

House is Tory. There are no major houses by Soane, though

he contributed to several. But there is a representative tier of

dignified houses where many of the most famous English

architects worked and prospered. They include William Kent

at Badminton, possibly Barrington and Sherborne, the circle of

Inigo Jones at Lodge Park and Stanway House, the Wyatt

dynasty at Dodington Park, Lasborough and Newark, Robert

Smirke at Cirencester Park, and William Talman at Dyrham. 

The Cotswold house today

Today the Cotswold country house, with its farmhouses and

cottages, can still lay claim to be the symbol of Englishness

that it was for the early Country Life writers, and readers. But

the houses have changed, adapting to the complex challenges

of the second half of the twentieth century. It is a truism that

they retain a disproportionate dominance in the landscape and

local culture, forming the principal attractions of a successful

tourist industry, which in rural areas has overtaken agriculture

as the main local employer. They are no longer (principally)

retreats, but reach out more broadly as they excel in their

provision for public leisure, education and amenity. They

provide the focus for the threatened traditions of fox hunting,

as before, but are also exposed as venues for television

dramas, polo matches at Cirencester, three-day-eventing at

Badminton, trade fairs, battle re-enactments. New enterprises

flourish, based on garden centres, highly successful farm

shops, such as Daylesford, wedding venues, corporate events

and holiday cottages, business units in adapted out-barns.

There are seminars at Highgrove, education in heritage skills

at Woodchester, which have extended the relevance even of

smaller houses beyond the city and suburbs, to an interna-

tional market place.

The Cotswolds are not just the visible country houses, of

course. The built heritage of the region is now recognised as

incomparable: in the Cotswold District Local Authority area

Dodington Park. Looking through the hall screen to the Imperial staircase of the 1760s with Rococo
ironwork ‘appropriated’ from Alderman Beckford’s Fonthill Splendens, where the architect James
Wyatt was also engaged.

Wormington Grange, the neo-Greek east front by Henry Hakewill, 1826–8; the tetrastyle portico is
based on the Temple of Ilissus, near Athens (demolished).

Arlington Row, Bibury: village picturesque dating to the late medieval period. William Morris
described this as ‘the most beautiful village in England’. Rack Isle is the water meadow to the right,
where the weavers hung out their cloth to dry on racks.
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alone there are more listed buildings of architectural or

historic interest and conservation areas than any area in

Britain outside the City of Westminster: at least 6,400 listed

structures. The Cotswolds have some of the best country

churches, from the glorious wool churches of the

Perpendicular at Northleach, Fairford and Cirencester to the

simple Norman churches such as Duntisbourne Rous, on the

wolds, and William Morris’s favourite Inglesham in the

Thames Valley. The Cotswolds and their houses are among

the most successful tourism regions; the Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty, with 85,000 residents, is visited by 38 million

day visitors every year.

Of course, the Cotswolds and its houses have not escaped

painful change since the first issue of Country Life appeared in

January 1897, at a time when agricultural rents were already

declining. Few houses remain in the hands of the families that

owned them when Country Life first described them. On the

other hand, compared with other regions, remarkably few of

the large Cotswold country houses were demolished in the

disastrous post-war period, when they became unworkable as

social systems. The list of the fallen includes: Fairford Park,

demolished in 1957, one of the best; the Ridge had already

been demolished in about 1934; Colesbourne Park (demolished

in 1956–58; though a fragment remains, with a simplified new

house on the site designed by Henry Elwes, the owner);

Kingscote Park (demolished in 1951); Owlpen House (by S. S.

Teulon, demolished in 1957); Ebworth House (burnt down as

a fire training exercise in 1966); Estcourt Park (demolished in

1966); and Kiftsgate Court (substantially demolished in 1954).

None of these was a house of sufficient architectural quality to

have been recorded by Country Life.

Despite some creeping suburbanisation and unsympathetic

expansion mostly on the fringes of villages and market towns,

the appeal of the Cotswolds has survived undiminished into

the twenty-first century. A new spirit of ‘critical regionalism’

has ensured that the subtle inflections of its craft traditions

continue to be cherished, studied, and understood way

beyond the region, as vital elements of an identity-giving

culture. Quarries have closed, and stone is replaced by new

substitute materials, imported or manufactured – above all

reconstituted stone and concrete blocks, and ‘hard’ surface

textures. Improved communications have brought an uneasy

nearness to London and the urban centres of the Midlands,

destroying the remoteness by which the rural character of the

Cotswold endured into the twentieth century. 

There is some optimism that a new scholarship in conserva-

tion and the craft techniques of lime repair, inspired by the

Arts and Crafts movement, has continued the process of

renewal that began in the late nineteenth century. Even

recently, the National Trust has rescued old houses from an

uncertain fate: Chastleton was described by John Julius

Norwich in 1985 with the caveat: you’d better go there quick,

or it might not be there to greet you.’ The royal patronage of

the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, who have both

established their country homes in the Cotswolds, has been an

index of as well as a spur to the success of the region. 

My own memory of the Cotswolds’ many mansions is long,

a time past that is eternally and urgently present. I have

known most of the houses in this selection, and in many cases

their owners – or increasingly parents and predecessors of

owners – over a short lifetime, which has seen unprecedented

change, not just visually to architecture and landscape.

Agriculture has declined as the staple industry of the country-

side, and the tie to the land has been finally broken, possibly

forever. The houses remain, but the way of life within them,

the micro-economy that supported them, has changed with a

fault-line of discontinuity in the new global system. The

neighbouring cottages I can see from the windows of my own

house, inhabited into my own time by a shepherd, a coffin

maker, a plantsman, a vet, are taken over by a judge, a jour-

nalist, an entrepreneur, connected by the virtual infrastructure

of the internet. 

I have seen many of these houses, even in my own family,

adapt from being centres of farms and working estates – and

therefore busy communities – to become all too often trophy

houses owned by absentee fugitives from the city, affluent

pensioners, international tourists, empty for much of the year.

Some houses, such as Lodge Park at Sherborne and

Chastleton, are heritage attractions open to a loyal and appre-

ciative public. Some have been adapted as hotels – Tortworth,

Upper and Lower Slaughter Manors, Bibury Court and recently

Barnsley House – or as schools, like Hatherop, Westonbirt and

Rendcomb. Others, like Woodchester and Newark, have

emerged from being abandoned ruins to be carefully repaired,

responding under quasi-public guardianship to the conditions

and needs of the managed heritage. Many, like Lasborough

Park, Ozleworth Park and Gatcombe in the south, and

Adlestrop in the north, were until recently sad and neglected,

sometimes institutionalised, all too little known or loved or

visited, and are now redeemed gloriously to resume their func-

tion as family houses. A few, like Daylesford and Sezincote,

were revived by City money a generation before, in the 1940s

and 1950s. While others have been quite recently subdivided

into flats and time-share apartments: Lord Burlington’s

Northwick Park, Sherborne House, Stout’s Hill, Charlton Park

(just outside our area) and Nether Swell Manor. It is remark-

able that some have survived the onslaughts of the twentieth

century almost unscathed, as traditional aristocratic or gentry

hubs of landed estates, still owned by their historic families of

centuries: Badminton, Cirencester, Stanway, Berkeley,

Chavenage and Sudeley.

The Cotswold house, in its setting of villages and the wider

landscape of its limestone hills and deep combes, are what

Country Life’s archive here celebrates and, importantly, carries

forward. Thanks are due to the interpretation by its editors

and photographers of the formal monuments of its past, that

the Cotswold house has for over a century been venerated as a

touchstone of the ‘House Beautiful’, and its survival against all

the odds seems secure. There has been little new building. But

the houses in this book show the old ones continue to adapt

in ingenious ways, to survive and revive as they have always

done. At the same time, they serve their purpose as viable

dwelling places for their occupants – even if they live, as I do,

as owls among ruins. 

Daneway, near Sapperton, with the high building of c.1674 and (down the slope) the two late
medieval gables of the south front.

Lodge Park, Sherborne, before 1634, with the rusticated portico supporting the balustraded viewing
platform.


